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A historical and anthropological approach to governance takes account of particular 
histories, foregrounds indigenous cultures and grassroots groups, and focuses as much 
on actual people, their practices and relationships as on formal institutions. Such an 
approach questions the conventional wisdom that naturalises abstractions like ‘state’ 
and ‘society’ as if they are real, rather than concepts with particular histories: ‘the state’, 
for example, is not a human universal but implies the territorial nation-state that emerged 
in Western Europe and the United States from the end of the eighteenth century. That 
may not be the most appropriate model for former colonies on the margins of the global 
system (Douglas 2000). 

Ambiguous legacies 
For more than thirty years I have done research on Melanesian histories and cultures, 
with particular interests in indigenous patterns of fighting and peacemaking and more 
recently in the significance of Christianity and gender. I reject as racist, self-fulfilling 
prophecy the stereotypes that depict the indigenous people and states of Melanesia as 
inherently ‘violent’, ‘unstable’, ‘conflict-ridden’ and ‘male-dominated’. Melanesians are 
not ‘naturally’, ‘racially’, ‘culturally’ or ‘psychologically’ locked into violence and misogyny 
any more than anyone else is, nor are they less capable of resolving their differences. 
However, their past experiences (especially colonial and post-colonial histories) and 
present actualities may converge with racial or cultural stereotypes to inhibit or obscure 
longstanding, flexible indigenous arrangements to avoid, manage and resolve conflict 
and violence. 

Similarly, the contemptuous cliché of ‘weak state’, routinely applied to Papua New 
Guinea, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu, takes inadequate account of histories and 
circumstances. These modern states emerged very recently out of rickety colonial 
regimes which lacked indigenous precedents or raisons d’être. The arbitrary borders, 
dubious local legitimacy and general internal invisibility of the colonial states bestowed 
an unfortunate legacy on their independent post-colonial successors, which are further 
burdened by global capitalist encompassment that ensures ongoing economic 
dependence on external aid and transnational resource extraction. Alone in Melanesia, 
Fiji could lay plausible historical claim to having been a ‘natural’ geographic and cultural 
unit, though certainly lacking pre-colonial political unity. However, the indigenous Fijian 
illusion of cultural uniformity is shattered by twin colonial legacies: a multi-ethnic 
populace, and, less obvious but at least as significant in the current crisis, an ethnic 
Fijian community increasingly divided along class and regional lines, thanks in part to the 
colonially sanctioned entrenchment in government, bureaucracy and military of an 
eastern Fijian chiefly élite with interests often opposed to those of other ethnic Fijians, 
such as ambitious businessmen, young male urban dwellers, and western Fijians 
generally. 

To acknowledge that independent states in Melanesia trace many present problems 
to recent colonialism and ongoing neocolonialism is not to depict Melanesians or 
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Melanesian states as passive victims of dominated pasts and unequal presents. 
Corruption, for instance, however seemingly embedded in cultures, histories and 
structures, is also a personal choice. It is certainly seen as such by Melanesian villagers, 
who these days almost universally condemn politik, or ‘national politics’, and criticise 
politicians. They do so from the perspective of what are represented as the organic 
indigenous social values of kinship, community and reciprocity, rather than from a 
voluntarist, individualist conception of civil society. The most common accusation made 
against politicians and the state by ordinary villagers is of ignoring, abusing or denying 
the reciprocal obligations expected in social relations. The anthropologist Jeffrey Clark 
suggests that, in Southern Highlands Province of Papua New Guinea, people see 
themselves not as citizens but as ‘followers of the state’, which is ‘personified as a ‘big 
man . . . bound by . . . reciprocity to look after and redistribute resources to his followers’. 
Yet rather than the personified state returning in services the loyalty and taxes paid by 
its citizens, in national settings in Melanesia reciprocity tends to be the domain of 
individual, pork-barrelling politicians (Clark 1997:74, 81–2, 86–8, Stewart and Strathern 
1998:134). Given people’s expectations and resources, it makes little sense to reduce 
the capacity of the state to serve its citizens, as is usually the outcome of structural 
reform programmes. 

Reciprocity in indigenous violence and conflict management 
There were no states in pre-colonial Melanesia, even in Fiji where a series of fairly 
bloody wars between expanding rival chiefdoms punctuated the first half of the 
nineteenth century. Elsewhere, there was spectacular diversity and marked political 
fragmentation. Autonomous groups were mostly small, but often linked in complex, 
sometimes farflung exchange, ritual and trade networks. Such groups engaged in 
frequent, but relatively low-key, fighting with some of their neighbours and were in 
shifting alliances with others. Massacres were not unknown, but by and large violence 
was pragmatically contained by smallness of scale and the imperative of group survival, 
which required mutual vigilance, avoidance, retreat in adversity and often adoption of the 
vanquished. The value placed on reciprocity and equivalence provided a major spur to 
war, because injury and insult to group members demanded indiscriminate vengeance 
against the offender’s group, provoking an escalating cycle of group vengeance; but 
reciprocity and equivalence also provided the means to break the cycle of violence and 
negotiate peace through ritual, exchanges and compensation.  

Everywhere in Melanesia, pacification was either willingly embraced as people 
converted to Christianity, or was enforced by colonial regimes. Men in particular gained 
the opportunity to broaden their horizons by recruiting as labourers or becoming mission 
teachers and catechists. The mostly male labouring experience provided the basis for 
widening identities beyond the purely local to the island or the region and was the 
breeding ground for the several creole languages which are now lingua franca in the 
independent states of Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. Reciprocity 
remains a cardinal value: vengeance (payback) is still a major raison d’être for violence; 
exchange and compensation are necessary ways to resolve it. However, in parts of 
Papua New Guinea, the far larger scale and sophisticated weaponry of modern clan 
fighting is resistant to indigenous modes of peacemaking, as was the protracted war in 
Bougainville for a long time, although here indigenous peacemaking, in conjunction with 
Christianity, is proving critical in reconciliation and reconstruction. In urban areas, 
notably Port Moresby but also in the recent crises in Suva and Honiara, well-armed 
criminal opportunists and alienated young gang members make an equal mockery of 
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indigenous compensation practices and modern law enforcement, where it operates at 
all. 

Gender, Christianity and conflict management 
Melanesian women are stereotyped as powerless, downtrodden ‘beasts of burden’ and 
as the passive victims of indiscriminate male violence. Like all stereotypes, these are 
caricatures which deny any agency to the persons thus depicted. This is not the self-
image of any Melanesian woman I know. The situation and status of women vary widely 
across the region, but everywhere they are proud of working hard and productively to 
support their families. They regard themselves and are often represented (and exploited) 
by men as the moral and economic backbone of local societies. Sexual and domestic 
violence is a widespread, serious and apparently worsening problem, especially in urban 
settlements, as it is in many parts of the world, but women are usually not just passive 
victims. In rural areas, women’s groups try to support abused women and to mobilise 
public opinion to shame violent men; in town, women’s crisis centres and national 
councils of women adopt familiar human rights tactics of consciousness-raising, training, 
counselling and provision of refuge and legal assistance to sufferers, although they do 
so in mostly unsympathetic environments, with very limited resources.  

The position of Melanesian women has been transformed under the impact of 
Christianity, pacification and modernity, in both positive and negative ways that I do not 
have space to detail here. Today almost all Melanesians are committed Christians. 
Women have very little presence in the clergy or formal church decision making, but 
church women’s wings are increasingly visible and women are highly active and 
significant at parish-level – in congregations and local church women’s groups. Except to 
some extent in Fiji, women are largely absent from national and provincial politics in 
Melanesian states. There is only a handful in the upper echelons of the bureaucracies – 
almost all in women’s affairs and health – or of national non government organisations 
(NGOs), apart from those dedicated to women’s issues. The broad picture, then, is that 
women are economically and morally critical in local and domestic spheres in Melanesia, 
but they participate minimally in national affairs and enjoy few advantages from 
citizenship. 

In Melanesia, as elsewhere, the practice and politics of war are regarded as primarily 
men’s business. Women, though, have always taken a keen interest in war, as 
daughters, sisters, wives and mothers, and have been actively involved in fighting and 
peacemaking in ways that differ across the region and over time. By way of example, I 
shall say a little about Kanak women in New Caledonia, where I have done detailed 
ethnohistorical research on indigenous fighting (Douglas 1998:113–58). Kanak warriors 
were always male and more often than not their fights were about control of women’s 
bodies and their productive and reproductive capacities. But women were evidently more 
than just the objects of men’s conflicts. An early Polynesian Christian evangelist, writing 
in the 1840s, described what Kanak women did during battles: 

All the women accompany them to the battle but do not actually take part in the fight. They 
remain at a distance and when each side meets to fight each party of women stays behind 
its own side. They take baskets on carrying poles to fetch the slain. Even when one of their 
own side is killed they rush forward to carry the body away from the battlefield . . . When an 
enemy is taken . . . [the men] grab him and chop him up in pieces and give him to the 
womenfolk who carry him back to their houses [to be cooked and eaten]. (Ta’unga 
1968:87, 90) 
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Women also ‘stirred up the warriors’ with encouragement and taunts, and if the 
enemy fled they ransacked the gardens and carried away the loot in triumph (Leconte 
1847:835, Rivière 1881:211). Defeat usually meant the loss of women to the victors. 
Indeed, women were the main prize of war: appropriating an enemy group’s women 
meant that you gained, and they simultaneously lost, wives, in-laws, mothers, their 
potential offspring, and ultimately ancestors, who would protect and assist the group. 
This was very good politics. Kanak women, then, provided motives and incentives for 
war and supported men in war. 

However, women were central actors in peacemaking. Restraint was an important 
pragmatic value in indigenous Kanak war. The exercise of restraint often hinged on 
women’s initiatives and readiness to take extreme action, even cursing or witchcraft or 
betrayal of the whereabouts of their menfolk, to force them to negotiate peace when the 
costs of continued fighting had become unbearable.  

Today, Melanesian women’s groups and church groups work to broker peace in 
conflict situations; women participate in reconciliation ceremonies that combine 
indigenous and Christian symbols; they help to ‘bring back home’ and rehabilitate 
alienated young men for whom violence has become a way of life (Saovana-Spriggs 
2000). There seems to be a common, repeated pattern that, when things get bad 
enough, women take decisive action for peace and men eventually listen and respond. 
One of the most worrying aspects of the crisis in the Solomons is the refusal so far of the 
warring factions to allow women and the churches, as representatives of civil society, to 
participate in negotiations for peace. Efforts are being made by the women to ensure 
that their moral authority in local and domestic spheres and in crisis situations is 
mobilised at island, provincial and national levels to enable them to participate and 
contribute effectively as citizens. 

Conclusion: negative and alternative nationalisms in Melanesia 
I mentioned above the contrived and arbitrary nature of the inherited boundaries of 
Melanesian states other than Fiji. Recent research, especially by anthropologists, 
reports that national cultures are locally weak and that in many hinterland areas, 
especially in Papua New Guinea, the nation is often hardly known or is regarded very 
negatively (Robbins 1998). Some question the viability or even the necessity of the state 
in Melanesia, given the ‘political and economic integrity of local communities’ (Clark 
1997, Foster 1995:25–6, Jacobsen 1995, Kelly 1995:263–5, Otto and Thomas 1997:1). 
For many rural people, their church is more meaningful than the state: churches are 
embedded in village life and are often the main providers of education and health 
services, while Christianity has long offered Melanesians membership in pan-Pacific and 
global moral communities that transcend the doubtful legitimacy of the state. 

Increasingly, the opposition of the local and the national in Melanesian states is giving 
rise to regional identifications, such as to island, province or ethnic group, which people 
feel are homegrown and more responsive to reciprocal obligations (see, for example, 
Jorgensen 1996, Nash and Ogan 1990). It is precisely on behalf of assertions to 
translocal, but subnational, identity that violent assaults have been made on the integrity 
of the nation-state in Bougainville, Solomon Islands, West Papua and, incipiently, Fiji. 
The attraction and threat of such identities have seen embattled state authorities adopt 
‘decentralisation’ and ‘local empowerment’ as goals in recent reform programmes. The 
gap between ‘state’ and ‘nation’ in Melanesia seems to be growing, as local communities 
away from major centres are less and less engaged in state affairs, and as rival centres 
for ‘national’ commitment grow in confidence and legitimacy. In this situation it is vital 
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that donors, international agencies, NGOs and academics listen to what Melanesians 
themselves are saying and respond positively to their initiatives and expressed needs, 
rather than preach to them. 
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